Under opportunistic spectrum sharing, two or more networks share some part of the spectrum. The primary network, with several primary users ABSTRACT Limited spectrum resources and the dramatic growth of high data rate applications have motivated opportunistic spectrum access exploiting the promising concept of cognitive networks. Although this concept has emerged primarily to enhance spectrum utilization and to allow the coexistence of heterogeneous network technologies, the importance of energy consumption imposes additional challenges, because energy consumption and communication performance can be at odds. In this article the approaches for energy efficient spectrum sensing and spectrum handoff, fundamental building blocks of cognitive networks, are investigated. The trade-offs between energy consumption and throughput, under local as well as under cooperative sensing, are characterized. We also discuss the additional factors that need to be investigated to achieve energy efficient cognitive operation under various application requirements.
INTRODUCTION
The popularity of devices such as smart phones, tablets, and laptops all wirelessly connected to the Internet, as well as the recent development of the Internet of Things paradigm, has led to an ever-growing demand for spectrum along with the need for heterogeneous networking technologies that suit various networked applications. Cognitive networks and opportunistic spectrum access in licensed frequency bands may become a key technology to address those demands by increasing spectral efficiency, providing sufficient resources to realize massive machine-type communication for billions of interconnected devices forecast for 2020, 1 and facilitating coexistence among diverse networks and integration into future cellular networks.
There has been substantial effort devoted to the design of cognitive networks, with a focus on throughput maximization. At the same time, the importance of reduced energy consumption, to reduce operating costs and to support battery operated devices, has imposed new challenges. As reducing energy consumption may reduce communication performance, energy consumption optimization must be considered with the target application quality requirements in mind. One of the main existing efforts to address this challenge is GreenTouch, a consortium of academia, vendors, and operators, launched in 2010, with the mission of decreasing per bit energy consumption to one-thousandth of that in 2010 by 2015. 2 The investigation of energy efficient cognitive radio technology as a means to increase the spectral efficiency of future wireless networks requires the understanding of the energy cost imposed by the functionalities related to the cognitive operation. Compared to traditional wireless networks, opportunistic spectrum access in a cognitive network requires appropriate spectrum sensing and spectrum handoff mechanisms, which may be a substantial source of energy consumption in a network with a large number of cognitive devices. In general, more accurate sensing and handoff control demands higher energy consumption, which can be justifiable if it leads to a significant gain in spectrum utilization. Thus, it introduces a trade-off between energy consumption and throughput enhancement. Our objective is to characterize this trade-off and evaluate which parameters need to be considered to optimize cognitive network operation in different networking environments. Based on the discussion of existing proposals, we evaluate the additional parameters, such as cooperative sensing incentives, that should be considered to allow energy efficient operation in large networks, where users may have different transmission needs and possibly conflicting interests.
(PUs), owns the spectrum. The secondary network(s) of secondary users (SUs) can access the spectrum if this action does not cause significant degradation of the primary communication, in terms of interference level, throughput, or delay. As secondary communication needs to take the state of the primary network into account, cognitive network operation is necessary.
To find opportunities for spectrum access, the cognitive secondary network learns the wireless environment and adapts to it. The learning is often based on sensing the spectrum, while the adaptation includes the tuning of various parameters of the communication stack protocols of the secondary network. As shown in Fig. 1 , to effectively find the transmission opportunities and to protect the PUs from harmful interference, the SUs need to sense the channels regularly using local or cooperative sensing, and to start a spectrum handoff procedure, if the current channel is busy.
SPECTRUM SENSING
The most important parameters affecting the performance of spectrum sensing are the time available to sense the transmission channels and the strength of the primary signals. A-priori information on the primary technology may determine which spectrum sensing method should be applied, ranging from energy sensing to feature based detection schemes. Under all schemes, however, noise and channel impairments such as shadowing and fading lead to decision errors, quantified in terms of false alarm and misdetection probabilities. A false alarm occurs when a free channel is mistakenly sensed busy, while a misdetection happens whenever an occupied channel is sensed free. To improve sensing performance, cooperative sensing may be introduced, where a group of SUs together decide about the availability of the channel, increasing the robustness of spectrum sensing by utilizing the spatial diversity of the individual links.
MULTICHANNEL SPECTRUM SENSING
As typically there are more than one primary channels available for secondary access, spectrum sensing methods are generally classified into wideband and narrowband sensing. Under wideband spectrum sensing, an SU senses multiple channels simultaneously. Although this may allow short sensing duration, it requires complex hardware implementation. Under narrowband sensing, only one channel can be sensed at a time, which allows simple sensing hardware and decision mechanisms, and therefore this is the preferred solution for most of the proposed cognitive systems. In this case, sensing time and sensing energy consumption may increase linearly with the number of sensed channels.
SPECTRUM HANDOFF STRATEGY
The spectrum handoff strategy answers the questions: When should an SU vacate the current channel? Should the SU wait on this channel or start searching for an available channel? Which channels should be sensed and in what order?
The strategies can be categorized as reactive, proactive, or as a combination of these, hybrid. Under reactive spectrum handoff, the SU recognizes that a PU has started to use the channel, and therefore it needs to vacate the channel. The SU then initiates searching among the channels to find transmission opportunities and pursue its unfinished transmission. Although a larger delay becomes inevitable, reactive spectrum handoff builds on up-to-date channel status estimation. Proactive schemes, on the other hand, exploit the long term traffic statistics of the channels to establish a proper policy for future spectrum handoffs. To allow detailed channel occupancy statistics, these schemes may require two radios, one for transmission and one for continuously scanning the channels. Hybrid strategies combine the advantages of the two basic schemes, that is, prepare the sensing order of the channels in advance based on available statistics, but perform reactive channel sensing at handoff triggers to find an idle channel.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy efficiency is generally defined as the number of information bits transmitted per unit of energy, measured in bit-per-Joule. Alternatively, it is reflected by the energy cost, that is, the energy required to transmit a unit of information, measured in Joule-per-bit. The energy consumed in the secondary network consists of consumption for data transmission and reception, spectrum sensing, and the communication protocol to support the cognitive operation, including, for example, information exchange for cooperative spectrum sensing and for coordinating secondary transmissions. Finally, minor components are the circuit powers and the power consumed for tuning to a target channel [1, 2] .
By Shannon's capacity formula, it is known that in a dedicated spectrum, linearly increased transmission power leads to a logarithmic increase in the achievable transmission rate. Consequently, energy efficiency, as the ratio of the rate and the invested energy has an optimum value. The trade-off between energy consumption and throughput becomes more complex in cognitive networks, as sensing consumes energy, valuable time when the primary channel is idle, and also communication resources for sensing cooperation.
In Table 1 we summarize the solutions pro- posed to improve the energy efficiency of sensing and channel access both under local and under cooperative sensing. In the next sections, we discuss in detail the involved parameters, the effect of their optimization, and the implementation challenges. The presented results are based on a variety of primary technologies (DTV, LTE, IEEE 802.11, etc.), and therefore we discuss trends instead of quantitative results.
LOCAL SPECTRUM SENSING AND HANDOFF STRATEGIES
Local spectrum sensing can provide adequate sensing performance if the primary signals are sufficiently strong. In the following, we discuss how key design decisions, such as per channel sensing time, number and order of handoffs, and sensing and channel access coordination, affect the energy efficiency of the cognitive network.
The results we discuss typically consider energy detection based sensing, albeit more advanced sensing methodologies present similar trade-offs.
CHANNEL SENSING TIME
Sensing time is a key parameter that affects energy efficiency. Increasing the time spent to sense a single channel improves the performance of spectrum sensing at the expense of increased energy consumption and possibly decreased transmission time of an SU. In multi-channel systems, accurate sensing with long sensing times might still be beneficial, as this can avoid unnecessary handoffs, leading to a reduction of the energy consumption of the overall sensing process as well as an increase in the time available for transmission. The interplay between sensing time, achievable throughput, and energy consumption for a multi-channel system is evaluated in [3] . As shown in Fig. 2a , energy efficiency first increases with the sensing time, due to more accurate spectrum sensing, and reaches a maximum value. After this point, energy efficiency falls, as the increased sensing performance cannot compensate for the increased energy consumption and for the decreased time available for transmission. The optimal sensing time for maximizing energy efficiency is higher than that for maximizing throughput, as it becomes more important to avoid false alarms and unnecessary additional sensing.
Secondary access without spectrum sensing (that is, zero sensing time) may improve the secondary throughput, if the primary system can tolerate some interference and the channel between the SU transmitter and PU receiver is Table 1 . Main design parameters to achieve energy efficient spectrum sensing and handoff strategies. Centralized, numerical analysis based optimization [15] expected to be weak, as shown in [4] . As this scheme at the same time introduces higher packet loss in the secondary network with multiple uncoordinated SUs, its energy efficiency needs to be evaluated.
WAITING OR HANDOFF
Once a PU returns to its channel, the SU may decide to wait until the channel becomes idle again, or invest some time and energy to start the spectrum handoff procedure and migrate to an idle channel. As [2] suggests, the decision should be based on the throughput and delay requirements of the SU. Unless the secondary quality requirements are very strict, optimizing the probability of waiting instead of migrating can decrease the energy consumption of the SU by 20 percent. Clearly, the gain decreases as the throughput or delay requirements get strict, and the SU cannot afford to simply wait for the new transmission opportunity in the current channel. Given that a waiting SU needs to discover that the channel becomes idle again, the authors in [5] investigate how often the channel should be sensed. More frequent sensing allows the SU to start to transmit with lower discovery delay and thus achieve higher throughput, at the cost of higher sensing energy consumption. However, sensing does not need to be periodic. As shown in [5] , the adaptation of the sensing interval, based on some knowledge of the PU busy time distribution, can reduce discovery delay by half, and thus increase secondary throughput, under the same sensing energy budget as periodic sensing.
SENSING ORDER
Under narrowband sensing, an SU sequentially senses the channels until an idle channel is found. The order of the channels to be sensed affects throughput and energy consumption. As a result of an improper sensing order, an SU may sense several channels to find a transmission opportunity, and thereby may suffer from higher energy consumption and shorter remaining transmission time. Therefore, hybrid spectrum handoff strategies are considered in [1] , where the SU learns both the channel occupancy and the transmission channel quality statistics, and defines the sensing order accordingly. It is shown that optimizing based only on one of the above parameters can be highly sub-optimal, with a loss of energy efficiency in the range of 5 percent to 20 percent for the considered scenarios.
For example, primary traffic shaping as a consequence of applied network coding can increase the performance of learning the channel occupancy statistics, and can decrease the number of channels sensed until a transmission opportunity is found by as much as 50 percent, leading to significantly improved energy efficiency, as shown in [6] .
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HANDOFFS
The performance of narrowband sensing depends not only on the sensing time of a single channel and on the sensing order, but also on the number of channels that should be sensed before the SU stops searching for a while. Clearly, allowing an SU to investigate more primary channels increases the chances of finding an empty channel, leading to throughput enhancement. However, as we see in Fig. 2b , the energy consumption cost of this increase can be significant, once the system is close to the throughput limit. For instance, to increase the throughput above 0.85, only 3 percent transmission rate enhancement is achieved by 81 percent more energy consumption, which devastates energy efficiency. This suggests that the maximum number of possible handoffs needs to be limited and the SU forced to wait, to improve the energythroughput trade-off.
SENSING AND CHANNEL ACCESS
In a secondary network with several uncoordinated SUs, finding an idle channel does not guarantee successful transmission. Here, all SUs may sense the popular primary channels (like the ones with low load and good transmission quality), and then compete for accessing the same channel, while other channels might be To solve this problem, [7] suggests to coupling sensing and channel access control, by introducing a randomized scheme whereby the SUs sense and then access the channels with some access probability. As shown in Fig. 3a , access probability has a significant effect on energy efficiency, due to the trade-off between throughput enhancement at more intentions to access the channels and the consequent increase of the contention level. The optimum access probability depends on the size of the secondary and primary networks. Significant further gain can be achieved by randomizing the order of the channels to be sensed, as shown in Fig. 3b , as it avoids potential constant scheduling conflicts among SUs. Hence, the joint optimization of sensing order and access strategy, based also on the channel occupancy statistics, is a logical next step [8] . However, this approach requires precise SU synchronization and extensive signalling, challenging its applicability in ad hoc settings.
QOS CONTROL AND COOPERATION
If the primary throughput or delay requirements are not strict, some controlled secondary interference can be accepted at the primary receivers. In this case secondary sensing and channel access control solutions can be parameterized such that the primary packet loss is kept at an acceptable level. As shown in [4] , such controlled interference can benefit the secondary network. Further gains can be achieved if interference and the consequent unsuccessful primary transmissions are compensated by cooperative relaying from the SUs. Therefore, the authors in [9] propose cooperation on the network layer, which imposes only low signaling overhead, resulting in up to 50 percent energy efficiency gain.
COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
In the case of strong primary signals, local sensing may be sufficient to ensure adequate sensing performance. However, the cooperation of several spectrum sensing devices, i.e. SUs in the area, is needed if the primary signal is weak, or if the radio propagation environment is harsh.
Under cooperative sensing, the spatial diversity among the SUs mitigates the effect of link impairments due to fading and shadowing, and the SUs together can more effectively discover spectrum access opportunities. At the same time cooperative sensing introduces additional energy cost as local sensing results are reported to a central node or shared among the SUs in the area. The design factors discussed for local spectrum sensing can also be optimized in cooperative sensing scenarios, considering the wireless environment of the individual SUs. However, there are additional open questions affecting energy efficiency for cooperating users, which we discuss in the following subsections.
SENSING RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Under cooperative sensing, the sensing resource is not only the sensing time but also the set of SUs that cooperate to discover a spectrum access opportunity. Increasing the number of cooperating SUs may decrease the required contribution of each of them, but may increase the overall energy consumption, or decrease the number of channels that can be sensed. As the discovered spectrum access opportunities are used by the SUs themselves that are discovering spectrum opportunities, the SUs now need to decide how large a share of the spectrum space, dedicated for secondary access, they want to utilize. On one side they may want to increase the number of sensed channels, so that there are more transmission opportunities to share. On the other side, this either requires increased sensing efforts from each SU or results in a decreased per channel sensing accuracy under a constraint on the sensing cost of an SU. Consequently, there is an optimal value of the sensed channels that maximizes per SU throughput or minimizes the average SU energy cost to achieve a transmission of a unit of data for each SU [10] . As shown in Fig. 4a , this optimal value depends on the network density. Moreover, as we see in Fig. 4b , the energy cost, even if minimized, strongly depends on the primary network quality requirements as well as the density of the secondary network. Networks Non-randomized sensing order Randomized sensing order with moderate density are worse off, where the cooperative sensing performance is moderate, but the gained access opportunities must be shared by a relatively large set of nodes. Increased network density improves energy efficiency significantly. Under very high densities the sensing energy cost increases again, as too many SUs need to share the low marginal sensing gain.
SENSING USER SELECTION
As the number of users participating in cooperative sensing needs to be carefully selected, the remaining issue is which particular users should cooperate. The authors in [11] propose an iterative solution to involve SUs in sensing, until the desired overall sensing performance in terms of misdetection and false alarm probabilities is met for all channels, with the objective of balancing sensing energy consumption. Clearly, the gain of optimized SU selection increases together with the number of available SUs, and therefore is important in dense secondary networks.
Given that the main reason for cooperative sensing is to mitigate fading and shadowing, the authors in [12] suggest that users experiencing uncorrelated link attenuation should be selected to cooperate. As shown in Fig. 5 , the efficiency of this correlation-aware policy depends on the spatial distribution of the SUs. It can decrease the number of SUs required to sense the primary channel, and consequently the sensing energy cost, by more than 50 percent without affecting sensing accuracy.
SENSING REPORT FORWARDING
Under cooperative sensing the local sensing results need to be reported, if a centralized architecture is implemented, or shared among the neighboring SUs in a distributed fashion. The reporting or sharing of local sensing results might require a significant amount of energy and perhaps time, particularly if high transmission power or multihop transmission is required. Therefore, the authors in [13] compare different approaches to determining the cooperating SUs, considering only the sensing time (TXT), the local sensing performance (SEM), the sensing result transmission cost (REM), or all of these (EE), with the objective to minimize the total required sensing energy cost for maintaining an overall sensing quality. As shown in Fig. 6 , the gain of joint optimization is significant, if the sensing itself does not require much energy, i.e. in the high SNR regime.
As reporting the sensing results may have significant cost, the authors in [14] suggest that the SUs, even if included in cooperative sensing, should choose not to report the sensing results, if that might have little impact on the cooperative decision, while it would raise the overall reporting cost. The authors show that if the primary channel utilization statistics are a-priori known to the SUs, then the individual SUs can have a good estimate on the validity of their sensing results. In this case, censored reporting can drastically reduce the total sensing energy overhead by up to 40 percent, while the desired sensing performance is maintained.
In addition to introducing significant overhead to the overall energy cost of collaborative sensing, the reporting of the individual sensing results may impose a threat to the cooperative sensing performance due to the inherent lack of reliability of the wireless links used for reporting. As the authors in [15] demonstrate, the quality of cooperative decisions based on the individual decisions of the SUs (defined as hard decision) can degrade by up to 60 percent if the reporting links are unreliable. Instead, using cooperative decisions based on quantized raw sensing results (that is, soft decision combining) the overall Figure 4 . a) Average SU sensing energy cost per unit of data transmitted for each SU. The energy cost is minimized when the number of sensed channels is optimal. The optimum -indicated by a circle -depends on the SU density. A small number of bands results in a lower achievable SU throughput, while exceeding the optimal spectrum space results in lower sensing efficiency per band, thus higher cost per achievable SU throughput; b) The energy cost is lowest at optimal cognitive network density, above which the sensing performance improvement does not compensate for the increased demand for cognitive capacity [10] . sensing performance can be maintained at a relatively high level. The granularity of the reported sensing results needs to be tuned carefully to trade-off the energy cost and delay of reporting and the throughput gain due to correct spectrum decisions.
OPEN ISSUES
We have provided an overview of the most prominent mechanisms that aim to maximize the energy efficiency of spectrum sensing and handoff under local and cooperative sensing. Until now the main focus of these various works is to characterize the achievable gains of these mechanism, under different networking scenarios, as summarized in Table 1 . However, to realize the predicted gains, several issues need to be addressed by the research community. Energy Harvesting: Emerging architectures with energy harvesting from interfering wireless signals change the general assumption of homogeneous energy resources at the nodes. To utilize energy harvesting, both local and coordinated sensing schemes need to be extended to consider the temporally and spatially varying harvested energy.
Local Sensing under Dynamic Traffic: Most existing works consider SUs with saturated traffic and ideal wireless channel models (see [7] and references therein). However, real network traffic is bursty, which makes it challenging to achieve the benefits of learning based system optimization, due to the under-sampled or sparse network state information [8, 6, 5] .
Coexistence of SUs under Local Sensing: As SUs performing local sensing may belong to different networks, they may have no means or incentive to coordinate, and may have significantly different traffic demands and performance Figure 5 . The energy cost per unit of SU throughput decreases when the correlation between SU channel measurements is taken into consideration in the iteration-based user selection algorithm. The improvement compared to random selection is smaller in d) since the nodes are located in disjoint geographical areas, as shown in c). The higher sensing accuracy, as a result of the increase in the sensing time per channel (500 samples), does not compensate for the linear increase in the sensing energy overhead [12] . objectives. To take this heterogeneity into account, sensing and channel access optimization [7] needs to be extended with learning, fairness, and incentive mechanisms. Fair Cooperative Sensing: The optimization of the set of cooperating SUs, based on the sensing quality they can provide or the cost of communication [12, 13, 14] , may inherently lead to unfair allocation of sensing burdens in cooperative systems. Future research is needed to evaluate whether this unfairness can be significant in fixed and mobile environments, and how the performance of the proposed schemes changes if fairness is enforced, e.g. considering a uniform sensing energy budget at the nodes, or contributions that are proportional to the needs of the individual SUs.
Cooperative Sensing Incentives: Incentives are necessary to avoid free-riders, and if possible achieve a social optimum. Incentive schemes need to be discussed considering short and long term objectives. On the short term, an SU may have incentive to cooperate if it has traffic to send and needs free spectrum. However, under dynamic traffic, long term incentives need to be considered to ensure that nodes cooperate, even if they do not have immediate gain.
CONCLUSIONS
Improving the energy-throughput trade-offs in spectrum sensing and access requires proper designs of the maximum number and the order of the primary channels sensed by an SU, the frequency of spectrum sensing, and the selection of the per-channel sensing time, in order to avoid wasting energy resources for a marginally higher throughput. In multi-channel scenarios, the selection of the number and order of the channels to be sensed becomes even more important. In cooperative sensing scenarios, allocation of sensing tasks to SUs with relatively good individual sensing and uncorrelated channel conditions substantially reduces energy consumption with negligible penalty in network throughput. Carefully reporting and combining individual sensing results, along with allocating sensing tasks to SUs with low-cost reporting links, increases overall sensing and thereby energy efficiency. The optimal SU selection scheme (EE) outperforms the heuristic solutions SEM and REM, which consider sensing energy cost and transmission costs respectively, and also TXT that minimizes the sensing time. The relative gain is more significant in high SNR regime, when sensing itself costs little energy [13] . ANTHONY EPHREMIDES has been with the University of Maryland since 1971. He is interested in problems relating to wireless communications, networking, optimization, and all aspects of communication and control systems. He has mentored more than 40 doctoral students and has had extensive consulting and collaborative activities in research worldwide. His motto is "never tire or retire."
